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Background
Exercise, nutrition and health

Figure 1

Figure 1. Left Swedish national health recommendations on daily dietary intake displayed as a food
circle†. Right Guidance from the U.S. department of Health and Human Services (HHS) on how to track
calories, nutrients and ingredients.

Reprinted with kind permission from the Swedish National Food Administration (Livsmedelsverket).
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Figure 2. A schematic picture of the building blocks in systems biology and their inherent hierarchy:
Genomics, mapping the entire genome (DNA), Transcriptomics, measurements of overall transcript
expression (RNA), Proteomics, identifying, sequencing and characterizing the functional protein
network (proteins), Metabolomics, the comprehensive analysis of the metabolome under specified
conditions (metabolites).
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Figure 3

Figure 3. A few examples of the physio-chemically diverse set of metabolites targeted by metabolomics
analysis.

Metabolomics in human nutrition and physical exercise
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Figure 4. Schematic picture of the HMCR method including the predictive feature. A) A representative
training set (or all samples) are subjected to HMCR and simultaneously aligned. B) The aligned sample
chromatograms are divided into time windows with borders set at local minima. C) Each time window is
deconvoluted separately resulting in deconvolution of quantitative profiles (i.e. metabolite
concentrations) and mass spectral profiles (i.e. metabolite identities), collected in two separate data
tables. D) The obtained HMCR parameters can be used to deconvolute new samples, resulting in
resolving the same compounds (if possible) as in the original data.
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Figure 5. An overview of the predictive metabolomics strategy. SED is used iteratively throughout the
whole process from creating the original study design to the selection of sample batches for sample
preparation and analysis as well as for selection of training and test sets. All sample handling protocols
are standardized and designed to maximize a diverse metabolite output. The HMCR method is used to
resolve overlapping compounds that were not separated by the chromatography and also allows for
independent sample prediction by resolving the same metabolites as obtained in the original HMCR
processing in independent sample sets. Finally, multivariate methods are used for sample comparison
modeling, biomarker extraction, interpretation and validation.

Results

Papers I and II
Metabolomics analysis of physical exercise induced stress responses
and macronutrient modulation

figure 6.
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Figure 6. A schematic overview of the study design used in papers I and II. All subjects performed four
matched exercise sessions on individualized workloads and were either given water, low-carb+protein,
low-carb or high-carb beverage immediately after completed exercise. Blood samples were collected
pre and post exercise (0min) as well as in the early recovery phase (15-90min).
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Figure 7. A) Cross validated OPLS-DA scores (tcv[1-3]P) revealing clustering of subjects in relation to
which macronutrient composition that were ingested in the early recovery period following physical
exercise. B) OPLS-DA covariance loadings plot (w[1-2]) of the resulting metabolic pattern explaining the
clustering in the two first components of the model scores.
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Figure 8. Left: Cross validated OPLS-DA scores describing the separation of subjects with high and low
fitness status (i.e. VO2max) in samples taken in the early recovery period after exercise. Subjects with
top five VO2max values are plotted as blue dots while the five subjects with bottom VO2max values are
plotted as yellow dots. All model samples were collected after ingestion of water only. Corresponding
low-fit samples, collected after ingesting low-carb+protein beverage, were predicted into the existing
model and are displayed as yellow circles in the plot. The same subject/time point is connected with a
dashed line. Right: Insulin concentration of the deviating subject from the OPLS-DA predictions when
ingesting the low-carb+protein beverage (red line) compared to the average (grey line).
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Paper III
Investigation of metabolite profiles associated with cardiorespiratory
fitness in healthy subjects

Results
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Figure 9. A schematic overview of the collected blood samples included in paper III. 1) All subjects were
given a nutritional load during resting. Blood samples were collected pre and every following 15min for
a total of 90min. 2) An exercise session with individualized workloads was performed where subjects
were given either water or a nutritional load during the recovery period. Blood samples were collected
pre and immediately after completed exercise as well as every 15min for a total of 60min. 3) All
subjects performed a matched exercise session for validation purposes. Blood samples were collected
pre and immediately after completed exercise as well as every 15min for the following 45min.
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Figure 10. A PCA model based on anthropometric measurements from which the sample preparation
and GC-TOF/MS batches were designed. Left: Cross validated PCA scores (tcv[1-2]) describing the inter
subject variation where high fit subject are displayed as dots and low-norm as circles. Batches are in
different colors and matched subjects are connected by a line. Right: PCA loadings (p[1-2]) describing
the variation among the anthropometric variables from which the PCs were calculated.
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Figure 11. OPLS-DA model comparing plasma metabolite profiles from high fit to low-norm subjects
following exercise and nutritional load. A) Cross-validated OPLS-DA scores, where high fit subjects are
displayed as dark green dots and low-norm as light green dots. The independent sample predictions
(from a replicate session) are displayed as circles. B) OPLS-DA model loadings describing the metabolite
pattern related to fitness level. Metabolites in the upper part of the plot are positively correlated, i.e.
increased, in high fit subjects while metabolites in the bottom part are negatively correlated, i.e.
decreased in high fit subjects. Identified metabolites are displayed in black, where squares denotes
metabolites classified as amino acids, crosses denotes metabolites classified as fatty acids and dots
denotes non-classified metabolites.
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Paper IV
The impact of long and short term diet interventions on the
metabolome in overweight and obese postmenopausal women

Results

Figure 12
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Figure 12. A schematic overview of the collected blood samples in paper IV. 1) A short term dietary
intervention study including ten overweight and obese postmenopausal women following a high
protein and MUFA diet. Blood samples were collected pre intervention, after five weeks on the
restricted diet as well as after an additional three months on a non restricted diet. 2) A long term
dietary intervention study comparing two different diets, low versus a high protein and MUFA diet, in
66 overweight and obese postmenopausal women. Blood samples were collected pre intervention as
well as after six and 24 months on the restricted diets.

Short term dietary restriction (study1)
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Figure 13. An OPLS-DA model comparing plasma samples from ten overweight and obese
postmenopausal women collected pre and post five weeks on a high protein and MUFA diet. A) Cross
validated model scores (tPScv[1]) describing a clear separation between samples collected pre (white
dots) to those after five weeks on the restricted diet (blue dots). Analytical replicates (circles) were
predicted into the existing OPLS-DA model. B) Additional samples collected three months on a nonrestricted diet (red dots) and their analytical replicates (red circles) were predicted into the existing
OPLS-DA model, as described in A.
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Figure 14. OPLS-DA loading (p[1]) describing the metabolic pattern responsible for the observed

separation between plasma samples collected pre and post five weeks on a high protein and
MUFA diet. Entities displayed in the upper part of the plot increased in concentration after the
five week intervention while entities in the lower part decreased.

Long term dietary restriction (study 2)
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Figure 15. OPLS-DA models comparing plasma metabolite profiles in overweight and obese
postmenopausal women in plasma samples collected pre to samples collected after 24 months on a
restricted diet A) High protein and MUFA diet. Cross-validated OPLS-DA scores (tcv[1]) revealing a clear
separation between plasma samples collected pre (white) to those after 24 months (red) on the high
protein and MUFA diet. B) Cross-validated OPLS-DA scores (tcv[1]) revealing a clear separation of
plasma sample collected pre (white) to those after 24 months on low protein and MUFA diet (grey). A
and B) The highest responder within each diet is denoted by an arrow, low responders by a pound sign
and reverse responder by a dashed line.
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Figure 16. OPLS-DA correlation loadings (p[1]) from two different OPLS-DA models plotted against each
other in a shared and unique structure (SUS)-plot. Y-axis: Low protein and MUFA diet; p[1] for the
OPLS-DA model discriminating between samples collected pre to those after 24 months of restricted
diet. X-axis: High protein and MUFA diet; p[1] for the OPLS-DA model discriminating between samples
collected pre to those after 24 months of restricted diet. The joint and opposite metabolite changes for
both diets are displayed along the diagonals (arrows), while diet specific changes are seen along the x(high protein and MUFA) and y-axis (low protein and MUFA).
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Figure 17. Cross-validated OPLS-DA scores (tcv[1]) displaying a clear separation between samples
collected pre (white) to sample collected after six months (grey) on a high protein and MUFA diet. The
individual metabolic response of each subject is highlighted by a dashed line. A solid line divides the
plot into segments corresponding to group assignments. Diet group one started their diet in October
2007, diet group two in November 2007 and diet group three in March 2008.

Short and long term response to a high protein and MUFA diet
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Figure 17

Paper V
The impact of feeding Lactobacillus F19 during weaning:
A study of the plasma metabolome

figure 18
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Figure 18. A schematic overview of the study design and blood sample collection in paper V. A doubleblind study of Lactobacillus F19 (LF19) treated weaning infants compared to placebos. Blood samples
were collected at 5½ months of age and at 13 months of age after a daily intake of LF19 treated cereals
or placebo.
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Figure 19. Separate OPLS-DA models for the LF19 and placebo groups, comparing samples at 5½ and 13
months of age. A) Cross-validated scores (tcv[1]) describing a clear response to age for all samples in
the LF19 treated infants. Samples collected at 5½ months of age are displayed as white dots and
samples collected at 13 months as orange dots; each subject’s corresponding samples are connected
with a line. B) Cross-validated scores (tcv[1]) describing a clear separation of samples related to age in
the placebo group. Samples collected at 5½ months of age are displayed as white dots and samples
collected at 13 months as green dots; each subject’s corresponding samples are connected with a line.
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Figure 20. Loadings (p[1]) from two different OPLS-DA models discriminating between samples
collected at 5½ months and 13 months of age plotted against each other in a shared and unique
structure (SUS)-plot. Y-axis: LF19 (probiotics) group. X-axis: placebo group. In the plot the general
(joint) and opposite metabolite changes for both groups are displayed along the diagonals, while group
specific (unique) changes are seen solely along the x- (placebo) and y-axis (LF19).
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